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In 1785, with the blessing of Pope Pius VI (r. 1775–99), Giovanni Volpato (1735–1803) opened his well-known manufactory for the production of biscuit porcelain statuettes in Rome, in via Pudenziana near Santa Maria Maggiore. The many-talented Volpato, a native of Bassano long established in Rome as a prolific printmaker, enterprise archaeologist, and sometime dealer in antiquities, probably did not abandon any of those pursuits, but it is clear from the number and quality of the surviving porcelains that his efforts in relation to them, the first of consequence to be made in Rome, were quite focused. His heirs ran the firm until 1818. Volpato had also established at Civita Castellana a line of domestic earthenware productions for the table “ad uso d’Inghilterra” (after the English manner), but their reputation never approached that of his biscuit porcelains. The latter succeeded for various reasons, including their relative novelty, their accessible size, the attractiveness and delicacy of their creamy white ceramic body, and the elegance and accuracy with which they reproduced ancient sculptures in reduced form. Today they are also valued for their rarity.

Volpato gained from a political situation that caused the luxury products of Revolutionary France to be cut off from foreign visitors to the benefit of Italian manufactories. Contemporary taste was veering steadily toward the increasingly austere forms of Neo-classicism that were encountered and nurtured in Rome. He also showed an outstanding knack for making friends and establishing powerful contacts—Gustav III of Sweden (r. 1771–92) and Antonio Canova (1757–1822), for example. The king bought several ancient sculptures excavated by Volpato. Canova, who came from the same area of the Veneto as Volpato, was a protégé, and Volpato was instrumental in obtaining the commission for Canova’s first great tomb, that of Pope Clement XIV (r. 1769–74) in SS. Apostoli, in Rome. The sculptor almost married Volpato’s daughter and eventually created his funerary monument in the porch of SS. Apostoli. Although most of Volpato’s biscuit statuettes reproduce antiquities, he included Canova’s early masterpiece Theseus and the Minotaur (Victoria and Albert Museum, London) among his copies.

One of Volpato’s helpful acquaintances in the quintessentially international Roman setting was the Swiss-born portrait painter Angelica Kauffmann (1741–1807). In 1795, Kauffmann advised young Charles Heathcote Tatham (1772–1842) to send a list of Volpato’s works to the architect Henry Holland (1745–1806), then completing buildings for the Prince of Wales and the Earl Spencer. Tatham, a draftsman in Holland’s employ, was in Rome to assist the architect in forming a collection of ancient fragments for his London residence. Tatham also forwarded similar lists from bronze founders. Volpato’s porcelain reductions of antiquities are perhaps to be viewed as his response to those in bronze, which found their way to the mantelpieces and dining tables of several English homeowners eager for reflections of the classical world, whether as mementos of the Grand Tour or simply to embrace formally correct embodiments of ancient ideals.

The only surviving copy of Volpato’s printed price list, in the Victoria and Albert Museum Library, has been frequently cited but never, to my knowledge, reproduced (Figure 1). Its French text underscores the ecumenical nature of artistic life in the Eternal City at that date. Tatham’s note at the bottom reads: “Madame Angelica recommended me to enclose this Catalogue of the Articles made at a Manufactory here—they are of the whitest porcelain\(^5\) similar to the French—but very superior as to design workmanship and Art.—The mark + is a very beautiful Collection.” Tatham’s plus sign in ink denotes a set of statuettes of Apollo and the Nine Muses, after marbles in the Vatican Museums, priced together at 40 gold sequins. Down the list, by far the most expensive item, priced at 100 sequins (this also in pen, as if Volpato had difficulty at the last minute deciding what to charge), comes Le Pluie [sic]
**Nile avec les Enfers.** The reference is to the ancient marble sculpture of a river god, the Nile, in the Vatican. Volpato’s group recently acquired by the Metropolitan Museum is apparently the unique surviving biscuit reduction (Figures 2, 3). Given the biscuit group’s exceptional size (for porcelain) and the fiendish detail lavished on it, this representation of the Nile may even be the only one that his manufactory managed to produce. Despite the signature in block letters on top of the right rear, G. Volpato Roma (Figure 4), with which the group, like roughly half the production, is stamped, it is probable that Volpato did not model the work himself but hired modelers and finishers in much the same way that the bronze founders did. It was not always easy to find help; in 1786, his “primo uomo” was jailed for theft, but that must have been only a minor setback. Close supervision on his part or that of a foreman or both is implied by the uniformly high quality of the manufactory’s overall output; even in that context, Volpato’s Nile stands out spectacularly.

The marble river god in the Vatican is a colossus more than ten feet wide (Figure 5). Ever since its discovery during the early sixteenth century in excavations
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Figure 3. Back of the porcelain in Figure 2
of the shrine to Isis and Serapis, near Santa Maria sopra Minerva, and its placement in the Vatican Belvedere, the *Nile* was viewed as one of the most curious relics of the ancient world. In Volpato's day, it was in the Sala degli Animali, which he often traversed on his way to make drawings for engravings after Raphael; today it is in the Braccio Nuovo. In Volpato's time the marble was also more highly esteemed than it is now; later scholars have tended to be somewhat dismissive of a work generally considered a Roman copy of a lost Alexandrian original. The Vatican *Nile* originated during one of those waves of Egyptomania that periodically washed over ancient Rome. In the Iseum it had a nearer Roman context, having been paired with the marble *Tiber* of equally impressive size. They were together until 1803, when both were dragged to Paris by terms of the Treaty of Tolentino; the *Nile* returned home, but the *Tiber* remains in the Louvre.9

The meaning of the *Nile*, a mammoth nude reposing against a sphinx and cornucopia amid babies who swarm and play with an alligator and a mongoose, is known from Pliny the Elder's *Natural History* (36.58). In his discussion of the stones of Egypt, Pliny mentions not the Vatican marble but an example carved of the dark gray composite stone graywacke, which he called "basanites."

The Egyptians, too, have discovered in Ethiopia the stone known as "basanites," which in color and hardness resembles iron, whence the name that has been
given to it. A larger block of it has never been known than the one forming the group which has been dedicated by the Emperor Vespasian Augustus in the Temple of Peace. It represents the river Nilus with sixteen children sporting around it, symbolical of the sixteen cubits, the extreme height to which, in the most favorable seasons, that river should rise.\textsuperscript{10}

The annual rising of the waters by an ideal sixteen cubits was deemed essential to the maintenance of abundant life in Lower Egypt. Our group is thus an allegory of fecundity and was understood as such by the Roman sculptor or sculptors who provided complementary imagery for the Tiber. The Nile typology was apparently widespread. The babies who personify the cubits have a Greek name, \textit{pecheis}, derived from the term for measurement of the forearm’s length from wrist to elbow.\textsuperscript{11} The marble infants are of roughly that height. In any case, their role and number were perfectly grasped when the group was restored for Pope Clement XIV by Gaspare Sibilla (d. 1782) earlier in the eighteenth century. As an archaeologist, Volpato evidently followed restorations closely. His biscuit line also included the Vatican \textit{Centaurs}, which Sibilla had mended quite freely in 1782.\textsuperscript{12}

Before the restoration of the Nile many of the babies were missing partially or altogether, as older drawings show, but finally all were completed—whether refashioned or reinvented. Their complaisant charms echo classical literature. Certain lines from Philostratus the Elder must have rung in the restorer’s head. In his chapter on \textit{pecheis}, which his translator renders as “cubit-dwarfs” (10.5), Philostratus, influenced by painting, writes:

\begin{quote}
About the Nile are sporting children no taller than their name implies; and the Nile delights in them for many reasons, but particularly because they herald his coming in great floods for the Egyptians. At any rate they draw near and come to him seemingly out of the water, infants dainty and smiling… Some sit on his shoulders, some cling to his curling locks, some are asleep on his arms, and some romp on his breast. And he yields them flowers, some from his lap and some from his arms, that they may weave them into crowns and, sacred and fragrant themselves, may have a bed of flowers to sleep upon. And the children climb up one on another with sistra in their hands, instruments the sound of which is familiar to that river. Crocodiles, however, and hippopotami, which some artists associate with the Nile, are now lying aloof in its deep eddies so as not to frighten the children. But that the river is the Nile is indicated, my boy, by symbols of agriculture and navigation, and for the following reason: at its flood the Nile makes Egypt open to boats; then when it has been drunk up by the fields, it gives the people a fertile land to till; and in Ethiopia, where it takes its rise, a divinity is set over it as its steward, and he it is who sends forth its waters at the right seasons. . . . Toward him the river is looking as it prays that its infants may be many.\textsuperscript{13}
\end{quote}

Volpato, like Sibilla, presents us with putti wielding wheat instead of blossoms, but many particulars, the tone, and even the rhythmic sense are much the same in the group as in the text.

The \textit{pecheis} or \textit{cubitini}, if we may be permitted to imagine an Italian so referring to these putti, imposed the greatest challenge to copying, as the modeler had to reduce them in height to about three inches. Although small in relation to the marble, the copy is very sizable in terms of porcelain. The copyist, while clearly rising to the task of faithfully diminishing to tiny fractions such details as the strands of the river god’s beard and the grapes of the cornucopia, decided on one decisive overall change. One of the marble’s most endearing features is its base. The front is carved with wavy lines to suggest the Nile’s water, but on the back and sides are friezes in low relief inhabited by ibises and creatures of the deep including crocodiles and hippopotami; there are also Pygmies rowing boats.\textsuperscript{14} The modeler chose to delete these lively scenes, no doubt fearing that they could not be reproduced successfully on the sharply curtailed scale of the porcelain. His solution was to furnish the base and its sides with a fictive sheet of wet drapery, providing a softer foil for the group. This provision, more in accord with Neoclassical decorum than slithery hippopotami and crocodiles, anticipates by a couple of decades Canova’s draping of the bed on which his famous \textit{Pauline Borghese} (Galleria Borghese, Rome) reclines.

It is hardly a wonder if, as we suspect, Volpato’s expensive Nile was repeated little or not at all; the amount of labor involved may be indicated by the absence from his price list of a biscuit \textit{Tiber} pendant. The rest of his porcelain oeuvre divulges treasures, certainly—for instance, a perfectly recapitulated \textit{Dying Gaul},\textsuperscript{15} or a \textit{surtout de table} exhibiting every finesse,\textsuperscript{16} or even a double-herm bust that looks strikingly original!—but no group of this size and complexity. With it Volpato tested his manufactory to the limit and served up one of the most eye-catching confections among all those that perpetuate memories of the Grand Tour.
NOTES


2. See Biavati, “Giovanni Volpato di Bassano,” passim. Volpato printed four price lists for these wares beginning in 1796.


5. The whiteness claimed is overstated. The clay, dug at Tolfa, is off-white and slightly buttery to grayish in effect.


7. A few words on facture and condition: the left end of the base rises a few degrees above horizontal. Warping of the sort was virtually to be expected in firing a piece of this size. The same is true of the numerous kiln cracks. Subsequent repairs, none carried out by the Metropolitan Museum and mainly comprising replacements of babies’ fingers, are remarkably few.


9. Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, pp. 31–11, no. 79.


14. The friezes seem not to be widely illustrated. In most old engravings they are transposed from the back and sides to two zones in front. Thus Salomon Reinach, Répertoire de la statuaire grecque et romaine (Paris, 1897), vol. 1, pl. 748, 5.

